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INTRO
“Lies soon catch up and liars
grow a long nose!” As obvious as Pinocchio’s nose
grew when he lied, our established media’s lies will
become evident in their
one-sided and often dishonest reporting practice as
well. The good thing is that
the people are growing up
and maturing and no longer let themselves be fooled
as easily. The censored media will wish it had long
legs when the people realize what is really going on.
Get yourself up as well
right now and make every
lie you know of public.
That’s how we all create a
better tomorrow together.
Every one of us counts now!”
The Editor (me)

Reports about Israel‘s
Air-Force Attack
against Syria is based
on mere assumptions
mab. The mainstream media
announced unanimously that
the Israeli military actions on
the 30th of January 2013, bring
up lots of questions. Nobody
knows for sure exactly what
happened. Israel’s current practice, of neither confirming such
missions nor denying them, for
reasons of safety, surely adds to
the confusion. According to the
New York Times, observers assume that the Syrian anti-aircraft missiles which Israel is
supposed to have destroyed,
had been intended for Hezbollah. On the other hand, the Syrian government reported that a

The suspicious agreement of the so-called “independent” media
eb. Thierry Meyssan is a French
journalist, political activist and
had, in December of 2012, already identified the following
concerning the situation in Syria:
“While the French press keeps announcing the ‘impending fall of
the government’ in Syria and
‘Bashar al-Assad fleeing’, the situation in Syria has changed dramatically. Even if a great part of
the country is in a chaotic state,
the ‘liberated regions’ have melted away like snow in the sun.
And without these havens to draw
upon, the Free Syrian Army‘s
(FSA) chances of winning melt
away as well.” On January 28,
2013, President Bashar al-Assad
supported this statement on Syri-

an national television. He spoke
of the Syrian army almost having
everything under control again
and of the whole Syrian crisis
being done with within two
weeks, if he could stop the entry
of more terrorists into Syria. The
Syrian State Department also
sent a letter to the president of the
World Security Council and the
Secretary General of the UN in
order to underline the fact that
Assad‘s political agenda is a proper foundation for settling the
crisis. This one-sided reporting,
which we are offered on almost
all channels, of the evil “Assad
regime” and the FSA‘s “freedom
fighters” getting stronger is very
dangerous, but not just for the

Syrian people. Considering the
fact that Russia and the NATO
countries are busy widening their
military presence in the region,
an escalation in Syria concerns us
all.
False reporters who agitate nations against nations and copy
each other‘s work, instead of independently researching the facts,
desperately need to be exposed.
Sources:
http://info.koppverlag.de/hintergründe/
europa/Thierry-meyssan/die-von-denusa-und-der-nato-unterstützte-freiesyrische-armee-bricht-auseinanderregierungstru.html
http://german.irib.ir/nachrichten/
politik/item/216506-bascharassad-syrische-armee-hat-allesunter-kontrolle

A defense system for attack?
tm. On January 8th, 2013 the German media made just a passing
mention on beginning the deployment of the Patriot defensesystem in Turkey. If the Turkish
Premier Erdogan would call on
the NATO collective defense act
against Syria, Germany would
once again be involved in war.
Even NATO experts assume that

this option has not yet conquered
the minds of the Germans. Yet
around the world the media discern the German approach totally differently. It is feared that the
Patriot rockets may not primarily
serve the purpose of defending
the Turkish border against rocket
attacks from Syria but to prepare
a war attack of the western allies

against a sovereign nation. This
is talking about Iran. The German chancellor gets Germany
involved in more and more dubious wars (Afghanistan, Mali,
Syria and soon Iran?). Have we
already forgotten the millions of
dead people from World War
Two?
Source:

military-research institute had
been bombed. The daily newspaper of St. Gallen wrote that
the Syrian explanation of this
topic sounds plausible, but probably does not comply with the
facts. Who assures us, that the
version of events regarding the
destruction of the truck convoy
and the anti-aircraft missiles is
the truth? As one can see in this
opaque reporting, one has to be
extremely careful with news

from Syria and the surrounding
countries.
According to statistics of the International Journalists Association, 36 of 121 journalists killed
worldwide in 2012, lost their
life in Syria. That is an increase
of one third, compared to 2011.
A minor segment of these murders were properly investigated
and the perpetrators legally punished. These circumstances
leave us no choice but to infer
that there is no real interest in

letting the world know the truth
about the real conditions in Syria. Instead, the whole world is
being informed about what great
war-threats are coming from
Syria (and Iran). The events of
these past days bring the question up again, as to whether the
military offensive is actually
coming from Israel.

www.kriegsberichterstattung.com/
id/2297

Sources:
Originalartikel:St. Galler Tagblatt
vom 1. Feb. 2013
http://brf.be/nachrichten/international
/526871/
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Dangerous propaganda about chemical weapons
em. With great effort, the USGovernment is trying to convince us that the Syrian government intends to use chemical
weapons against their own population. But who really still believes this propaganda? Sergej
Lawrow, the Russian secretary
of state, stated: ‘I do not think
Syria would dare do this step.
Politically that would mean suicide made possible by the government.‘ Concerning the accusations against Syria, Mosche
Jaalon, Israel‘s secretary for strategic affairs, announced: “We
have heard this news and the
statements from the opposition.
More than once. But to this day
we have yet to find any proof or
confirmation of the reports about
the use of such weapons.” He
went on to say that members

of the Syrian opposition are interested in starting a foreign military invasion in Syria in order to
come to power. And therein, so
states Mahmud Sadshadi, Iranian ambassador in Moscow, lies
the great danger. In that case, the
rebel invasion would simply
have to proceed with a chemical
attack, which would be accredited to Assads regime, and the
western troops stationed all
around Syria would finally have
reason to invade the country.
Sources:
http://german.ruvr.ru/2012_12_25/
Israel-verteidigt-Assad/
http://german.ruvr.ru/2012_12_24/
Russisches-Au-enministerium-glaubtnicht-an-Einsatz-chemischerWaffen-seitens-Syriens/
http://german.ruvr.ru/2012_12_21/
Iranischer-Botschafter-USA-bereitenin-Syrien-Provokation-mitChemiewaffe-vor/

Ahmadinejad – Anti-Semite or friend of the Jews?
Rabbi Yisroel Dovid Weiss,
spokesman of Neturi Karta (an
ultraorthodox Jewish group established 1935) said one evening before a meeting with the
Iranian president Ahmadinejad
in New York on September
24th 2007 as follows: “It is always a pleasure for us to meet
with president Ahmadinejad
[…] We emphasis every time
during these visits with the Iranian leadership that we consider the Iranian people and their
leaders to be friendly and respectful despite the media hype. In the President of Iran we
see a deeply religious man who
is committed to a peaceful
world that is founded on mutual respect, fairness and dialogue.” During the meeting a
spokesman of the Jewish community said among other
things: “President Ahmadinejad is a role model for the leaders of the world because he

realizes the difference between
Judaism, the religion and the
opposing Zionism, which is
profane materialism […] We
wish to live in peace just like
the Jewish community lived
peacefully in Iran for
thousands of years. God bless
president Ahmadinejad.” The
latter concludes the meeting by
saying: “Be assured that we
will stay together.” Following
this there are heartfelt embraces between Ahmadinejad and
the Jewish visitors. In 2007
there were approx. 40.000
Jews living in Iran. This is the
biggest Jewish community in
the Middle East outside Israel.
It is distressing that we don’t
hear news like that from the
mass media. Be a countervoice
when it is said that “Ahmadinejad is an anti-Semite.”
Source:
www.politaia.org/israel/
ahmadinedschad-trifft-judischefuhrer-video-von-2007/

Great Britain fear of uncovering the war in Iraq?
me. ‘The British government
under the conservative Prime
Minister
David
Cameron
‘postpones’ the publication of
their own ‘official’ investigation
report concerning the war in
Iraq until the year 2014 or even
further’, states the internet page
of the British newspaper Daily
Mail. ‘It is possible that the
further postponing has to do
with the fact that the then Blair
government had an advisory report from 27 judicial experts of
the foreign office, which claimed a war against Iraq to be a
violation of human rights.’ This
means that the war against Iraq

was a crime which cost many
people their lives and which to
this day has left massive, painful
consequences for the population.
Therefore, a reconstruction of
what is left after this catastrophe
is at least as important as putting
on trial the war crimes in former
Yugoslavia, which were investigated thoroughly over the
course of years by the International Court of Justice in Den Haag.
Sources:
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/
hintergruende/geostrategie/
carl-herman/der-chilcotuntersuchungsbericht-in-englandderirakkrieg-war-nach-einhelligerauffassung-von-recht.html

Cancer for critics
hs. The Belgian news pro- ting that the USA had caused
gram „Terzake” reported on the earthquake in Haiti (2010)
February 9th, 2013 about the using an earthquake-weapon?
Sources:
health condition of the Venewww.deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/
zuelan
president
Hugo
mediatheek/programmas/terzake/
Chávez. The news anchor lite2.26148/2.26149/1.1521154
rally said: “Chávez has his
http://derhonigmannsagt.wordpress.
own belief about cancer. Can- com/2011/12/29/chavez-verursachenusa-krebs-bei-staatsfuhrern/
cer is supposed to be part of
the American plot to elimiClosing Point ●
nate left-wing oriented LatinIdentification with the
American politicians.” But
affliction
of the others
Chávez voiced his misgiving:
is
as
relevant
as ever
“Would it be surprising if the
USA had developed technolothese days.
gies that cause cancer? And
We live in a world that
no one knows about it and
would rather donate
only discovers it in 50 years
€100,- to anywhere
time? (…) It is quite common
than really identify
that we heads of government
themselves with
who are critical of the USA
suffering people and
suffer from cancer.” How did
take
a stand for them.
the press sell that? They try to
BE
the
exception and
make Chávez himself and his
donate YOUR attention
statement look ridiculous and
implausible. But is it not a
to these people and
remarkable coincidence that
YOUR stand for a
Chávez got cancer just after
better world.
his official statement reporThe editors (me.)
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